AVIATION VIDEOS & DVDS
EAA SPORTAIR WORKSHOP
VIDEOS
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All videos produced by the EAA SportAir Center

BASIC FABRIC COVERING DVD- Aircraft Fabric
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Covering is a must for anyone who wants to cover their
own airplane. This 2-hour comprehensive video presents every aspect of the Poly-Fiber™ fabric covering
process in detail, and in easy-to-understand language.
From preparing the airplane for covering to spraying
on the colors, you are guided step by step through
the entire process by a professional EAA SportAir
fabric instructor. When used in conjunction with the Poly-Fiber manual,
Aircraft Fabric Covering removes the mystery surrounding this important
process in the construction or restoration of your airplane. Information
covered includes: • Preparing surfaces • Attaching the fabric •Tightening
the fabric • Applying the first coat of Poly-Brush • Tying rib-lacing knots
• Applying finishing tapes • Spraying UV-blocking chemical, Poly-Spray
• Applying the color coats.
P/N 13-40428 .......... $39.95

THE EDUCATED OWNER VIDEO SERIES
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VOLUME I: PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE –
initially details the FAAs rules concerning what
maintenance tasks an owner can legally perform, It
then proceeds to instruct viewers on the proper tools
and supplies for common maintenance tasks and
follows with detailed, step-by-step demonstrations
of Engine Inspections, Landing Light Replacement,
Oil Changes, Spark Plug Maintenance and Tire &
Wheel servicing. The video is approx. 60 min. long.
DVD ...................P/N 13-03572 .......... $39.95
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VOLUME III: Teaches pilots and prospective aircraft
owners all about aircraft ownership. Teaches how
to analyze the costs of aircraft ownership and takes
viewers, step-by-step, through the selection, prepurchase and sales transactions. Includes detailed
information on preventative maintenance, annual
inspections and tips for living with your new aircraft.
90 min.
VHS ...................P/N 13-01626 .......... $34.95
DVD ...................P/N 13-03574 .......... $39.50
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INTRODUCTION TO
STEEL WORK
If you are just starting out and
wish to have a good overview,
Kent has chosen these DVDs
specifically for you. It is difficult in
the beginning of learning a skill,
so you need some inspiration
and careful instruction, both to
keep your interest and to feed
your curiosity. These 4 DVDs
cover hand tools, measuring,
cutting, forming, form blocks, patterns, shrinking, stretching, Pullmax, Air
Hammer, gas welding, and spot welding.
P/N 13-13056.............$125.95

ALASKANS FLY ALASKA
Join the fun as Alaska pilots sharpen their
skills in vast and varied Southwest Alaska,
an uninhabited, untamed, and undeveloped
wilderness. Experience the excitement of
the possibilities open to the small plane
pilot, flying low and slow through western
Canada and Alaska. Come along as they fly
though Canada, following the popular routes
preferred by experienced small plane pilots.
Explore Alaska’s back country, where there
are no roads and no people for hundreds of miles. Touch down on
remote beaches, sandbars, and fields, in places only the bush pilot can
go. Marvel at the breathtaking views of spectacular glaciers, ancient
canyons, sun-bathed seascapes, and unsurpassed mountain ranges.
Enjoy an enthusiastic look at possibilities open to the small plane pilot
flying in Canada and Alaska.
P/N 13-07374...............$24.95
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RED BULL
Take the top 12 pilots in the world to 8 of the most
stunning cities around the globe. Add tight twisting
race tracks, planes flying close to 400 km/h, chuck
in 12G s for good measure and you've got the 2008
Red Bull Air Race World Championship another
spectacular season of high drama and amazing
skill. Watch the very best moments from the
opening race in Abu Dhabi to the first ever double
header taking place at San Diego and Detroit in the
United States. The pilots battled against the elements in Rotterdam and
London and came out on top before heading to Budapest. In Porto a new
champion came of age before the finale in Perth where the winner of
the 2008 Red Bull Air Race World Championship was crowned. Picture
Format: NTSC
P/N 13-06889 ...........$19.95

BACKCOUNTRY IDAHO
Pilots of all skill levels will truly enjoy the
exhilaration and adventure of Idaho backcountry
flying at its best with ... Backcountry Idaho. Visit
some of the best backcountry airstrips in the
Rocky Mountains. Explore scenic wilderness,
vast pine forests, and steep canyons in search
of pristine beauty and the next runway challenge.
Fly right seat on the actual approaches and
departures of these spectacular backcountry
airstrips with Todd at the controls of his highperformance, custom designed, King Katmai.
P/N 13-06298..................$24.95

DECISION MAKING
WITH DICK RUTAN
In Decision Making with Dick Rutan, you’ll fly
shoulder-to-shoulder with Dick Rutan, one of
the most renowned aviators of all time. Discover
how human factors affect your performance and
influence your decision making. Explore the brain,
and learn how the mind responds and processes
stimulus during in-flight emergencies. And learn
the importance of channeling reactive, emotional
responses into pro-active, positive decisions that
can literally save your life.
P/N 13-06868 ........................$29.95

ATTITUDE FLYING WITH DICK
RUTAN “FLY LIKE A LEGEND”
For serious pilots only. Conceived and designed
to take you above and beyond other aviation
training programs, the Aviator Series captivates
and educates like no other training video you’ve
seen before. Puts you shoulder-to-shoulder with
the world’s foremost aviators as they share leading edge skills and techniques that made them
legends.
DVD .................... P/N 13-05858................$29.95
Attitude &Decision Flying Set
P/N 13-10297................$49.95
BluRay Disc ........ P/N 13-05859................$34.95

FLIGHT OF VOYAGER CD (DICK RUTAN)
This is a recount of the horrific, horrendous,
heroic and humorous moments of the Voyager
project through the eyes of the pilot Dick Rutan.
On December 14, 1986 Voyager took off from
Edwards AFB in California and 9 days later
landed at the Edwards, completing the first ever
non-stop, unrefueled world flight. This 3-CD
set (3.5 hrs) includes a mini journal map of the
flight, historic photos, fun facts, and more.
P/N 13-01163 .........$34.95

EAA AIRVENTURE
OSHKOSH
Relive all the excitement of EAA AirVenture
Oshkosh, the World’s Greatest Aviation
Celebration, with the souvenir videos.
Oshkosh 2015 .......... P/N 13-18549 ...........$12.99
Oshkosh 2009 .......... P/N 13-10011 ...........$14.99
Oshkosh 2008 .......... P/N 13-06225 ...........$14.50
Oshkosh 2007 .......... P/N 13-05650 .............$4.50
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